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SERVICE CLASSIFICATION No. 19 - Continued

Redelivery Balance - At any time shall be equal to the sum of all Daily Delivery Quantities during
any time period, minus the sum of all Daily Redelivery Quantities during such time period, plus a
Seller's Redelivery Balance (if any) at the start of such time period.

Load Profile Factor - The Pool's maximum month's normalized consumption, divided by the
minimum month's consumption minus one, all calculated as per the Company's records.  The
minimum load profile will never be less than one; the maximum load profile will never be greater
than eight.

Monthly Average Commodity Cost of Gas - The Company's weighted average cost per therm of
commodity gas delivered to the city gate facilities from the Company's suppliers for the month. 
This cost will be determined by the Company and included on the Statement of Unbundled
Transportation Service Cash Out Charges filed with the Commission by the fourth business day
following the effective month.

Daily Commodity Cost of Gas - The Company's daily commodity cost per therm of gas delivered
to the city gate facilities from the Company's suppliers on such day.  This cost will be determined
by the Company and included on the Statement of Unbundled Transportation Service Cash Out
Charges filed with the Commission by the fourth business day following the effective month.

Daily ICOG - The daily incremental cost of gas, including demand charges.   This cost will be
determined by the Company and included on the Statement of Unbundled Transportation Service
Cash Out Charges filed with the Commission by the fourth business day following the effective
month.
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